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Current research suggests that climate change and continued anthro-
pogenic forcing of the climate system may increase the occurrence of extreme
events such as droughts in the near future. Prolonged droughts are potentially
destructive because of widespread impacts and difficulty in prediction. In ad-
dition, droughts interact in complex ways with vegetation systems, inducing
abrupt rather than gradual changes in vegetation. Using satellite and station
rainfall data, this research seeks to identify patterns in drought and vegetation
change on a global scale and in the tropics (15◦N to 35◦S), where precipitation
is the predominant determinant of climate. It is observed that long drought
occurs in regions of variability in vegetation. Additionally, long drought is
observed in regions on the fringe between dominant vegetation types of desert,
grassland, and forest. These results suggest that prolonged drought may be
vi
a significant contributor to abrupt vegetation changes. The other part of this
study is a regional investigation of vegetation change and drought in the Congo
Basin. The correlation between drought and forest loss in the Congo is not
clear. Preliminary studies of the atmospheric mechanisms governing drought
in the Congo are presented. The results of this work as a whole will provide a
better understanding of drought patterns and vegetation responses to drought,
ultimately to provide better adaptation to a more extreme future climate.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In light of recent changes in climate and further anthropogenic forcing
of the climate system, it has been suggested that extreme weather and climate
events may increase in occurrence in the near future [e.g., 20, 3]. Among
extreme events, prolonged droughts are potentially destructive due to large
impacts on widespread areas and the difficulties involved in predicting such
events [e.g., 3, 18]. For example, the 2012 Great Plains drought in the United
States cost over $10 billion in agricultural losses and other damages, indicating
the scale of potential drought impacts [18].
Extreme droughts are also significant in shaping ecosystems due to
feedback between rainfall and vegetation. It has been suggested that vegeta-
tion responds abruptly rather than linearly to changes in rainfall [e.g., 40]. In
this theory, a drought (abnormally low rainfall) exceeding a certain threshold
(dependent on the system) triggers a sudden change in a vegetation state. For
example, a dry season lasting one month longer than usual may trigger the
death of a forest and its replacement by grassland. By analogy, greater than
normal rainfall above a certain threshold is required to return the system to its
original state (e.g., return grassland to a forested state). As a result, drought
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may permanently alter a vegetation ecosystem if the wet threshold is not met
to restore the previous ecosystem.
By extension, Hirota et al. (2011) found observational evidence that
tropical vegetation tends to exhibit three distinct stable states of desert, grass-
land, and forest [17]. Distributions of tree cover plotted against climatological
annual rainfall in the tropics (15◦N – 35◦S) shows these distinct stable states
universally in all the continents (South America, Africa, and Australia). This
observation supports a double hysteresis rainfall–vegetation feedback model
in which the stable states are basins of attraction and the two regions in be-
tween are unstable1. This discussion of abrupt vegetation responses to rainfall
warrants further study and so we will return to it in a later section in this
chapter.
While the physical mechanisms behind the aforementioned rainfall–
vegetation feedback system are not clear, some theories have been suggested.
For example, Charney (1975) theorized that changes in albedo between forested
regions and barren land have a significant impact on atmospheric circulation
[7]. Transpiration of plants, particularly trees with deep and complex root
systems, may also contribute to the feedback between vegetation and rainfall
by increasing the moisture content of the atmosphere [21].
The importance of understanding the relationship between vegetation
cover, land changes, rainfall, and drought is significant and motivates this
1These instabilities may also be referred to as bifurcation points.
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particular study. In this work, we use observational data to try to establish
links between the various theories of abrupt vegetation changes. In particular,
we are interested in drought as a governing mechanism for vegetation changes
on a global scale. We also attempt to demonstrate the global characteristics of
drought in a regional study in the Congo basin. If the importance of drought
can be shown in determining abrupt vegetation changes on a global scale, this
result could have great importance in modeling vegetation changes in a future,
warmer climate.
The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to a background review of
current knowledge of vegetation feedback systems. Theoretical treatments of
the feedback systems are discussed along with observational evidence. We also
present the characteristics of the Congo basin that are of particular interest in
focusing on the region.
1.1 Rainfall–vegetation feedback systems: Theory
Until recently, it was assumed (notably in climate models) that land
cover (vegetation) changed linearly in response to precipitation anomalies.
Thus, if a region experienced an abnormal increase in precipitation, more
trees might begin to grow, and once precipitation returned to normal, these
trees would no longer be sustained. Conversely, an abnormal decrease in pre-
cipitation would cause trees and other vegetation to die back, but these plants
would return upon resumption of normal rainfall. Empirical evidence, how-
ever, has disproved this linearity and rather suggested that the resumption of
3
normal rainfall conditions may not be a sufficient condition for restoration of
the previous vegetation state [40]. This condition is the basis for nonlinearity:
rainfall anomalies exceeding a threshold shift the vegetation state from one sta-
ble state to another. This threshold, however, is not the same as the threshold
for returning to the original stable state. The result is shown schematically in
Figure 1.1.
As indicated previously, there are many physical factors that determine
this effect. The first, suggested by Charney (1975) [7], involves the difference
in albedo (the fraction of incoming solar radiation that is reflected) between
vegetated and barren land. Barren land has a higher albedo than vegetated
land, and thus does not heat as much. The result is a relatively cooler lower
atmosphere due to less ground absorption of radiative heat. The cooler lower
atmosphere is more stable and induces a general sinking motion in a verti-
cal atmospheric column. This state inhibits convection, the main process by
which rainfall develops in the tropics. Thus, a lack of vegetation reinforces
the lack of rainfall and produces a self-sustaining desert environment. For
a vegetated environment, a warmer lower atmosphere not only induces more
vertical instability (rising motion) and thus convective precipitation but also
increases the mechanisms by which monsoons occur2. Monsoons result from a
temperature gradient between ocean and land as the land warms faster than
the ocean during the day. As a result, cool, moist air is advected (transported
2See section 4.2 for more information on the effect of monsoons on vegetation and the
positive feedback system involved.
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3b). Subsequent return to the original state can be
difficult as the newly achieved state at this point tends to
be the most resilient.
Examples
A well-studied example of a region where positive
feedback between precipitation and vegetation is
considered important is the Sahel/Sahara (Claussen,
1997; Brovkin et al., 1998; Zeng et al., 1999; Foley et al.,
2003). Paleo-reconstruction for this region has provided
strong evidence of shifts between contrasting vegeta-
tion/climate states in prehistoric times. During the
early and middle Holocene much of the Sahara was far
wetter than today, with extensive vegetation cover,
lakes and wetlands (Hoelzmann et al., 1998; Jolly et al.,
1998). Marine-core proxy data indicate that around 5000
years before present, an abrupt switch to a desert-like
state occurred in western North Africa (deMenocal
et al., 2000). Most probably, this change has been caused
Fig. 2 If vegetation enhances the amount of precipitation
compared to the level in the absence of vegetation (P0), the
resulting tilted equilibrium precipitation (P05 0) line may
intersect with the vegetation equilibrium line (V05 0) in three
points (a). The arrows indicate the direction of change if the
system is not in equilibrium and show that the intermediate
equilibrium point (Eu) is an unstable saddle point, whereas the
low and high biomass points (El and Eh) are stable. If general
climatic conditions are sufficiently dry or wet, situations with
single stable intersections may arise (b). Note that for simplicity,
we assumed that the slope of the P0 curve remains unchanged,
which is not necessarily the case (Oyama & Nobre, 2003).
Modified from Brovkin et al. (1998).
Fig. 3 Depending on the steepness of the two isoclines depicted
in the previous figure, the feedback of vegetation on local
precipitation can cause the predicted response of vegetation to
general climatic conditions (Fig. 2b) to be characterized by jumps
between contrasting states (a). For conditions between the two
bifurcation points (F1 and F2), two alternative stable states (El and
Eh) exist. In this range, vegetation removal (e.g. deforestation)
may bring the system across the critical threshold (b) correspond-
ing to the unstable equilibrium (Eu) resulting in a collapse into the
alternative stable state with little vegetation (El).
1006 M . S CH E F F E R et al.
r 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Global Change Biology, 11, 1003–1012
Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram showing the instability of the vegetation–rainfall
system. “If vegetation enhances the amount of precipitation compared to the level in
the absence of vegetation (P0), the resulting tilted equilibrium precipitation (P
′ = 0)
line may intersect with the vegetation equilibrium lin (V ′ = 0) in three poi ts (a).
The arrows indicate the direction of change if the system is not in equilibrium
and show that the intermediate equilibrium point (Eu) is an unstable saddle point,
whereas the low and high iomass points (El and E ) are stable. If general climatic
conditions are sufficiently dry or wet, situations with single stable intersections may
arise (b).” Note that the slope of the P ′ curve is not necessarily constant. Adapted
from [40].
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horizontally) over the land, providing moisture that rises in the warm envi-
ronment over the land. This process produces more precipitation, reinforcing
the vegetation state of the land.
Another mechanism by which vegetation feedback influences atmo-
spheric circulation and rainfall is transpiration. Plants, particularly trees with
deep root systems, are able to tap into groundwater during dry seasons. The
moisture released into the atmosphere by transpiration enhances convection
and thus rainfall. In fact, Myneni et al. (2007) have suggested that Amazo-
nian trees transpire in anticipation of the onset of the rainy season, perhaps
playing a role in the development of rainy season precipitation3 [31]. The ef-
fects of transpiration also occur during wet periods, providing self-sustenance
for a rainfall–vegetation feedback.
These mechanisms support the hypothesis of a positive feedback system
in rainfall–vegetation interactions. Mathematically, such a positive feedback
system has several important characteristics: the presence of one or more
stable states; instability between stable states; abrupt transitions between
stable states due to the instability; critical thresholds governing transitions
between states; hysteresis, in that the critical threshold for transitioning to
another state may not be the same as for returning to the original state; and
decreased resilience (ability to recover from perturbations) near the transition
thresholds. As an example, Levermann et al. [26] derive a model for monsoon
3This result is derived from the increased greenness measured by satellite instruments.
There is debate as to whether this is caused by leaf reflectivity or transpiration.
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dynamics similar to those described above but without the effect of vegetation4.
This simplified model exhibits all of the above characteristics.
1.1.1 An example
It is useful to present here an example of feedback in a vegetation sys-
tem to illustrate the general properties of such systems. Suppose we have a
microclimatic two-state system of barren land and vegetated land. Suppose as
well that there is a minimum amount of precipitation necessary for vegetation
to colonize the barren land, that is, for vegetation to expand. We find that this
colonization threshold is actually higher than the threshold of rainfall necessary
to sustain the vegetated state. This is due to a number of factors, including
shading of seeds by established plants [e.g., 37], collection of moisture by plants
[13], and the mechanisms discussed above that enhance precipitation feedback.
Therefore, even with precipitation below the colonization threshold, the veg-
etated state is self-sustaining. There is, however, a desertification threshold
lower than the colonization threshold below which the vegetated state can no
longer sustain itself and then collapses. This desertification threshold may be
attained by severe and/or prolonged drought, depending on the specific char-
acteristics of the vegetation and regional climate. This example is illustrated
schematically in Figure 1.2.
4Indeed, the simple model derived in this study suggests that a similar model may exist
for the rainfall–vegetation feedback mechanism; see section 4.2.
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expect that removal of all grazers should eventually
lead to recovery of the vegetation. Although, in some
cases reduction of herbivore density has allowed
recovery of degraded patches (McNaughton, 1983;
Belsky, 1986), in other situations vegetation seems not
to recover in response to a reduction in grazer density
(Sinclair & Fryxell, 1985; Friedel, 1991; Laycock, 1991).
This implies that factors other than grazing can be
responsible for the irreversability of vegetation loss.
Positive effects of plants on their own microsite
growing conditions are thought to play a major role
in determining the stability of perennial plant cover
(Rietkerk & Van de Koppel, 1997; Van de Koppel et al.,
1997; Shachak et al., 1998). Perennial plants and their
deposited litter allow precipitation to be absorbed by
the topsoil and become available for uptake by plants.
When vegetation cover is lost, infiltration decreases and
water run-off increases. Another reason why persis-
tence of existing vegetation requires less precipitation
than vegetation expansion is the drought sensitivity of
seedlings. Even when plant recruitment does not occur
in open spaces, seedling establishment is often found to
be possible under the shade of existing ‘nurse’ shrubs
or trees allowing rejuvenation and long-term persis-
tence of an existing vegetation. One of the main reasons
for this nursing effect is an improvement in the seedling
water relations (Holmgren et al., 1997). An extreme
example is the situation in coastal areas, where trees
can act as moisture traps and where fog from the ocean
condensates resulting in water dripping down to the
ground enhancing the microclimatic moisture (Wilson
& Agnew, 1992). However, a more subtle effect of plant
canopies on water conditions is important in a wide
range of dry ecosystems. In the shade of a tree or other
nurse plant, air and soil temperatures are lower, and
water content of the superficial soil layers tends to
remain higher (Geiger, 1965; Joffre & Rambal, 1988).
Therefore, seedlings experience lower thermal and
water stress (Valientebanuet & Ezcurra, 1991). Other
factors often contribute to this nursing effect; for
example, soil nutrient levels can be higher and
herbivory levels lower under the nurse plant (Callaway,
1995), but water availability is clearly a critical factor in
arid ecosystems. The nursing effect, together with the
fact that adult shrubs are often less sensitive to drought
and herbivory, explains why a mature woody vegeta-
tion may sometimes persist and rejuvenate in climatic
regions where establishment of seedlings in the absence
of nursing shade of woody vegetation is impossible.
Implications for stability of vegetation
Much as the feedback on precipitation, models suggest
that the positive effects of plants on microclimatic
moisture conditions may lead to alternative stable
states under certain conditions (Rietkerk & Van de
Koppel, 1997; Holmgren & Scheffer, 2001a). A simple
graphical model illustrates the essence of the mechan-
ism (Fig. 4). The main implication is that the precipita-
tion needed for colonization of new areas (Fc) will tend
to be higher than the precipitation leading to disap-
pearance of vegetation (Fd). In case of forests, the
difference may be especially pronounced as juvenile
trees are usually much more sensitive to desiccation
and herbivory than adult trees, implying that rare
vegetation expansion and rejuvenation episodes during
exceptionally rainy years may be the key to establish-
ment and long-term persistence (Holmgren & Scheffer,
2001a, b).
Obviously, stability of dryland vegetation depends
on more aspects than this simple microscale vegeta-
tion–moisture feedback. For instance, grazing and fire
may affect plant competition and persistence in
intricate ways, as shown in some examples below.
Also, spatial processes may complicate the matter. For
instance, in many dry landscapes vegetated patches
accumulate nutrients and water from the surrounding
barren matrix. Models including this phenomenon
suggest that at lower rainfall levels a situation with
self-enriching vegetation patches may represent an
alternative stable state to a completely desertic state
completely devoid of perennial vegetation (HilleRi-
Fig. 4 Microclimatic moisture conditions not only depend on
precipitation, but are also enhanced by the presence of
vegetation. This implies that in dry regions the critical moisture
level may be too low to allow colonization by plants, whereas
once vegetation is present, microsite moisture at the same
precipitation level may be sufficiently enhanced to allow growth
and rejuvenation. As a result, the critical precipitation level for
colonization of new areas (Fc) can be higher than the critical
precipitation at which vegetation disappears (Fd).
1008 M . S CH E F F E R et al.
r 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Global Change Biology, 11, 1003–1012
Figure 1.2: Schematic of the variable thresholds required for extinction and col-
onization of vegetation. “Microclimatic moisture conditions not only depend on
precipitation, but are also enhanced by the presence of vegetation. This implies
that in dry regions the critical moisture level may be too low to allow colonization
by plants, wher as once v g tation i present, microsite m isture at the same pre-
cipitation level may be sufciently enhanced to allow grow h and rejuvenation. As a
result, the critical precipitation lev l for colonization of new areas (Fc) can be higher
than the critical precipitation at which vegetation disappears (Fd).” Adapted from
[40].
1.2 Empirical evidence for rainfall–vegetation feedback
Several recent studies have highlighted examples of vegetation changes,
especially due to drought, and the characteristics of these changes. Two such
examples are presented here: on of forest–woodlan v riatio in New Mexico,
and another of forest recovery in the Amazon after the 2005 drought. Studies
demonstrating global patterns of vegetation states and possibly suggesting
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feedback systems are also presented.
Allen and Breshears (1998) [2] found that persistent drought in an up-
land region of New Mexico induced pronounced shifts in the ecotone (boundary
between two types of ecosystems) between ponderosa pine trees and pin˜on–
juniper shrubs. According to survey research, the study finds that the 1950s
drought caused more than half of the pine forest in the studied tegion to be
replaced by shrubs. Interestingly, while the mortality of the forest ceased once
rainfall returned to normal values, the forest did not return to its previous
land coverage. This finding supports the hysteresis model of abrupt vegeta-
tion changes, as the precipitation threshold for forest growth is larger than
the precipitation necessary for forest sustenance. The authors conclude that
the relatively short-duration 1950s drought had a permanent and lasting im-
pact on the regional ecosystems by affecting such ecosystem properties as soil
erosion.
Saatchi et al. (2013) [38] present a more recent study using satellite
data to map changes in vegetation cover over the Amazon during and after a
drought event in 2005. By analyzing rainfall and microwave scattering data
(to determine the roughness of the land surface), the authors find that signif-
icant areas of the southwestern Amazon suffered losses of canopy cover. More
remarkably, the results indicated that the canopy cover did not recover ap-
preciably between 2005 and 2010 despite normal and even excessive rainfall
in 2009. Like the previous study, this result suggests that a significant short
climatological event can permanently alter the vegetation. Notably, the study
9
also found that vegetation in regions with short dry seasons (and thus rela-
tively low resistance to drought) was affected by rainfall deficits much sooner
than vegetation in regions of long dry seasons.
While the above studies demonstrate the effects of abrupt changes in
a vegetation feedback system on a small scale, there is also evidence for this
vegetation model on global scales. An empirical survey by Hirota et al. (2011)
[17] found evidence of three stable states of vegetation: forest (tree cover
greater than 60%), woody savanna (tree cover 5–60%), and treeless (tree cover
less than 5%). The frequency of occurrence of tree cover percentages plotted
against average annual rainfall is trimodal, with peaks centered at 0%, 20%,
and 80% tree cover, corresponding to treeless, savanna, and forest states, re-
spectively. Because the regions in between those states are unstable, changes
in precipitation do not cause gradual changes in tree cover, but rather a change
in the probablility of being in each of the stable states. (A conceptual model
of the instabilities involved in the tree cover–precipitation system is shown
in Figure 1.3.) In addition, the study demonstrates that the resilience of an
ecosystem decreases as it approaches a bifurcation point (unstable state). Cer-
tain areas of the Amazon rainforest are determined to be at high risk of shifting
to savanna or treeless states.
Taken together, the above studies demonstrate that the dynamics of
the vegetation feedback systems are complex and highly sensitive to short
time0scale perturbations. One can conclude that these many complicated
factors need further understanding in order to improve the quality of future
10
analyzed the MODIS (Moderate-Resolution Im-
aging Spectroradiometer) set of remotely sensed
estimates of tree cover in 1-km2 blocks in tropical
and subtropical zones of Africa, Australia, and
SouthAmerica.We relate these patterns to precipi-
tation (12), which is a major driver of past (13)
and recent (14) shifts in the extension of tropical
forests and savannas.
Taking the entire data set together, the fre-
quency distribution of tree cover (Fig. 1A) is
strikingly tri-modal (table S1), implying that there
are three distinct underlying states: forest, sa-
vanna, and treeless. A closer look at tree distri-
butions for different precipitation ranges (Fig. 1C)
shows that although there is an overall increase
of average tree cover with precipitation, the dis-
tinct character of the three states remains. Indeed,
the characteristic tree cover of savanna (around
20%) and of forest (around 80%) remains re-
markably constant over a wide range of rainfall
levels. Thus, rather than a gradual increase in tree
cover with precipitation, we see a shifting prob-
ability of being in either of the three distinct
states. Defining cutoff levels of 5 and 60% tree
cover for treeless and forest states, respectively
(fig. S1), we can compute the probability of be-
ing in each of the states as a function of precip-
itation (Fig. 1B). Although continents differ widely
in their rainfall range and forest abundance
(Fig. 2), we find little difference between the con-
tinents in the way in which the probability of
finding forest or savanna varies with precipitation
(fig. S2), suggesting that the probability of find-
ing the three alternative states varies in a fairly
universal way with rainfall for tropical and sub-
tropical regions. The most conspicuous deviation
is a relative lack of forest in high-rainfall places in
Australia, which is most likely explained by their
relatively long dry season (15).
The patterns suggest a double hysteresis of
tree cover in response to rainfall (Fig. 3). This can
be inferred in a formal way from the data, as-
suming the distribution of states to result from the
interplay between stochastic processes and the
dynamics of an underlying deterministic system
(16). The diminishing frequency at which the
three states occur toward the end of their pre-
cipitation range corresponds to a decrease in the
size of the basin of attraction of the states toward
the bifurcation points (B), where the stability ends
through a collision with the unstable (dashed)
equilibria. The resilience, defined as the capacity
to recover from perturbations (17, 18), declines
toward such tipping points. For instance, approach-
ing the bifurcation point BF,S at which a forest-
savanna transition is inevitable, the basin of
attraction of the forest state shrinks while the at-
traction basin around the savanna state is grow-
ing. As a consequence, the critical loss of tree
cover beyond which forest is expected to shift
toward a savanna state becomes smaller in the
vicinity of this bifurcation point.
The inferred shapes of the basins of attraction
show how the resilience of the different states
changes with precipitation. Another obvious in-
dicator of resilience of a state for a given annual
precipitation level is simply the fraction of sites
that are in that state. Our logistic regression mod-
els predict that fraction as a function of rainfall
(Fig. 1B). One straightforward application is the
mapping of estimated resilience for current biomes.
In this interpretation, a currently forested site, for
instance, has a low resilience if, given its rainfall,
the site would be much more likely to be in a
savanna or treeless state. One can imagine that
such forests most easily shift to a contrasting state
with fewer trees in response to perturbations such
as drought or logging. As an example of such a
resilience map, consider the estimated forest re-
silience for the South American continent (Fig. 4).
The low predicted resilience of forest in the central-
eastern and southeastern Amazon basin coincides
with human pressures in the arc of deforestation.
These areas are precisely the regions with the high-
est risk of enhanced drought in future climate
scenarios (19). For savanna, resilience decreases
toward the drier end, where the chances of turn-
ing into a treeless state are larger, but also toward
the wetter end, where a forested state seems a
more likely alternative. At the latter sites it seems
reasonable to assume that forests could be re-
stored relatively easily. A full set of resiliencemaps
for the three continents can be found in (12).
To interpret these results in terms of vulner-
ability and management options it is important to
understand the causes of patterns. Many studies
have related tree cover to abiotic and biotic driv-
ers (1–11) as well as social drivers (19–22), all of
which will probably affect the resilience of the
Fig. 3. Relationship between the resilience of trop-
ical forest, savanna, and treeless states and mean
annual precipitation (in millimeters per year). (A)
The tree cover data (percent, bottom plane) sug-
gest a double catastrophe-fold. Stable states cor-
respond to solid parts of the curve on the bottom
plane and to minima in the stability landscapes.
Unstable equilibria correspond to the dashed parts
of the curve and to hilltops in the stability land-
scapes. At bifurcation points (B), stable equilibria
disappear through collision with unstable equilib-
ria. Resilience measured as the width of the basin
of attraction around a stable state diminishes
toward such bifurcation points. (B) Potential land-
scapes as computed directly from the data. Stable
states (solid dots) are minima and the unstable
equilibria (open dots) are maxima at a given pre-
cipitation level. A three-dimensional animation is
available at (12).
Fig. 4. Forest resilience for South America. (A) Resilience of remaining forest expressed as the probability of
finding forest at the local mean annual precipitation level, computed with the global logistic regressionmodel
depicted in Fig. 2B. Forest with low resilience (yellow dots) is predicted to bemost likely to turn into a savanna
or treeless state. (B) Current distribution of tree density obtained from remote sensing (12). Resilience maps
of forest, savanna, and treeless states for South America, Africa, and Australia can be found in (12).
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Figure 1.3: The treeless–savann –forest vegetation stable state system showing the
“relationship between the resilience of tropical for st, savanna, and treeless states
and mean annual precipitation (mm yr−1). (A) The tree cover data (percent, bottom
plane) suggest a double instability. Stable states correspond to solid parts of the
curve on the bottom pl e and to inima in the stability landscapes. Unstable
equilibria correspond to the dashed parts of the curve and to hilltops in the stability
landscapes. At bifurcation points (B), stable equilibria disappear through collision
with unstable equilibria. Resilience measured as the width of the basin of attraction
around a stable state diminishes toward such bifurcation points. (B) Potential
landscapes as computed directly from the data. Stable states (solid dots) are minima
and the unstable equilibria (open dots) are maxima at a given precipitation level.”
Adapted from [17].
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predictions of climate and land changes.
1.3 Details on the Congo region and its significance
The Congo Basin is of global climatological importance as it is the sec-
ond largest rainforest in the world, after the Amazon. As such it is important
in energy and carbon balances. Global patterns, especially the shift of the
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), cause a bimodal pattern of rainfall in
the Congo region of equatorial Africa [32]. The ITCZ is the zone of convergence
of trade winds near the equator that is primarily characterized by widespread
convection and rainfall. The peak rainfall seasons in the Congo occur around
October and March, when the ITCZ passes southward and northward over the
region (this pattern is observed in this study, c.f. Figure 3.10). The volatil-
ity of the rainy seasons in the Congo is evident; the region has the greatest
lightning frequency in the world.
While not well understood, a number of factors that affect precipitation
in western Africa may also affect central equatorial Africa. These include sea
surface temperatures in the Atlantic (which may follow large-scale oscillation
patterns such as the El Nin˜o–Southern Oscillation) and the strength of east-
erly jets. Generally, a weakening (strengthening) of mid-level African easterly
jets and a strengthening (weakening) of the upper-level tropical easterly jet
is associated with a decrease (increase) in rainfall in central equatorial Africa
[32].
The vegetation of the Congo Basin is more drought-resistant than that
12
of other rainforests because of the seasonality of rainfall. However, in the past
decade, the Congo has experienced a sharp decrease in vegetation greenness.
A recent study by Zhou et al. (2014) has shown that this decrease in green-
ness has been associated with decreases in rainfall, terrestrial water storage,
biomass water content, and forest canopy [45]. Recent increases in surface
temperatures and decreases in photosynthesis have also been observed. These
concerning trends, and the possibility of vegetation shifts to deciduous forest
or grassland due to lengthening dry seasons, are further reasons for a study of
the Congo region.
1.4 Summary of motivations for this study
The aforementioned empirical examples of dynamical rainfall–vegetation
feedback effects have highlighted the need to improve understanding of the
characteristics of abrupt vegetation changes. While studies have suggested re-
gional impacts of significant drought events on vegetation shifts, no work has
yet developed a general pattern to suggest mechanisms for vegetation changes.
We therefore attempt to characterize drought on a global scale to link drought
with measurable changes in vegetation type. More specifically, we seek to
answer two general questions:
1. On a global scale, what shifts in vegetation have been observed, and can
these shifts be explained by drought? and
2. In a local study in the Congo Basin, does drought affect vegetation
13
changes, and can drought be identified by physical mechanisms in the
climate system?
These questions are the topic of the following chapters.
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Chapter 2
Data and Methods
2.1 Data
1. Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) [1, 44]
The GPCP dataset is a comprehensive analysis of global precipitation
from 1979–present. The data include station data, satellite measure-
ments, and atmospheric soundings. Sources of error in the data include
satellite measurement error, standardization of station data, and low
spatial resolution. Maintained by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Association (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory, the data are
available in a 2.5-degree gridded format.
2. Global Historical Climatology Network version 2 (GHCN) [36]
The GHCN v2 dataset is a comprehensive record of station rainfall with
temporal range dependent on each station. The station latitude and
longitude coordinates were added separately. Maintained by the NOAA
National Climatic Data Center, the station data are thoroughly quality
controlled and analyzed for extraneous errors.
3. Tropical Rainfall Recording Mission (TRMM) 3B43 monthly
The TRMM satellite data span 1998–present and cover the globe from
15
50◦S to 50◦N. The particular dataset used is monthly averages of daily
precipitation values. The TRMM satellite measures precipitation using
a combination of microwave imagery, precipitation radar, visible and in-
frared imagery, radiation measurements, and lightning detection. Main-
tained by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, the data are available in
a 0.25-degree gridded format.
4. University Corporation for Atmospheric Research Standardized Precipi-
tation Index (UCAR–SPI) [in 35]
The UCAR–SPI dataset is a reconstruction of standardized precipitation
index (SPI) that spans 1949–2012. 3-month, 6-month, and 12-month SPI
are included. The data are derived from the University of East Anglia
Climate Research Unit TS3.21. Maintained by NCAR/UCAR, the data
are available in a 1-degree gridded format.
5. Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) MCD12A1 Com-
bined Land Type [9]
The Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer satellites (Terra and
Aqua) measure land types via greenness and near-infrared reflectivity.
The Combined Land Type includes the percentage of each grid point
measured to be any of a list of land types (see Table 2.2). The MCD12A1
data are a yearly composite of average land type and are available from
2001–2012. Maintained by NASA and the Goddard Space Flight Center,
the data are available in a 0.05-degree gridded format.
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6. MODIS MCD15A3 Combined Leaf Area Index [9]
From the same satellite data as above, the Leaf Area Index (LAI) mea-
sures the vertical areal coverage of leaves. The range of LAI is from 0
to 7, with 7 corresponding to crossing an average of 7 leaves in a ver-
tical profile. The data are a 4-day composite and are available from
July 4 2002–present. The data are calculated by determining the frac-
tion of photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by vegetation but
are subject to interference such as clouds and aerosols. There are also
over-estimate anomalies for very green vegetation such as new leaves.
Maintained by NASA and the Goddard Space Flight Center, the data
are available in a 1-km2 resolution tiled format with sinusoidal projec-
tion.
7. European Centre for Mid-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) Re-
Analysis (ERA-Interim) [11]
The ECMWF reanalysis data are constructed from models supplemented
with observational data for the years 1979–present. Caveats involved
with reanalysis data are primarily model uncertainties. Maintained by
the ECMWF, the ERA-Interim data are available in a 1.5-degree gridded
format.
2.2 Methodology
In this section we describe some of the methods used in obtaining re-
sults, including the physical parameters used, the calculations performed, and
17
Moisture category SPI index
exceptionally moist ≥ 2
extremely moist 1.60 to 1.99
very moist 1.30 to 1.59
moderately moist 0.80 to 1.29
abnormally moist 0.51 to 0.79
near normal –0.50 to 0.50
abnormally dry –0.79 to –0.51
moderately dry –1.29 to –0.80
severely dry –1.59 to –1.30
extremely dry –1.99 to –1.60
exceptionally dry ≤ −2
Table 2.1: Moisture levels for the standardized precipitation index, as used by the
National Weather Service. Drought thresholds are negative.
the coding used in the process.
2.2.1 The standardized precipitation index (SPI)
The indicator used for determining drought conditions is the standard-
ized precipitation index (SPI). Originally developed by McKee et al. (1993)
[29], the SPI is a statistical measure of the deviation of precipitation from the
climatological mean on a month-to-month basis. Typically, the SPI is mea-
sured on a 3-month, 6-month, or 12-month time scale, indicating the degree to
which the past 3 (or 6, or 12) months have been dry or wet compared to the
norm. Because the SPI takes only precipitation into account in determining
18
drought (unlike some other widely used indicators such as the Palmer Drought
Severity Index which include factors such as soil moisture), it has some advan-
tages and disadvantages. On the plus side, the indicator is not affected by soil
moisture or vegetation feedback which may unusually amplify or dampen the
variability. However, because other factors are not included, the SPI may not
accurately reflect the impacts of deviations such as abnormally long dry sea-
sons which may have much more of an effect on the vegetation than on rainfall
deviations. Table 2.1 tabulates the categories of drought based on SPI. We
will refer primarily to “severe” and “extreme” drought.
2.2.2 General definitions of drought
In order to standardize the measurements of drought, we need to define
a drought as used in this study. Drought is measured on a monthly time scale,
with SPI-6 (6-month SPI) and SPI-12 (12-month SPI) the primary indicators.
The characteristics of drought used were average drought length and total
months of drought. The average drought length is determined by measuring
a drought event as follows: a drought event is initiated when the SPI exceeds
a given threshold, and continues until the SPI returns to positive values –
normal to wet conditions. The average length of all the drought events within
the time series is then calculated. The total months of drought is a count of
all months within a given time series that are classified as drought according
to the scheme just described.
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IGBP land classification Simplified vegetation scheme
Water —
Evergreen needleleaf forest Forest
Evergreen broadleaf forest Forest
Deciduous needleleaf forest Forest
Deciduous broadleaf forest Forest
Mixed forest Forest
Closed shrublands Desert
Open shrublands Desert
Woody savannas Grassland
Savannas Grassland
Grasslands Grassland
Permanent wetlands —
Croplands —
Urban and built-up —
Cropland/Natural vegetation mosaic —
Snow and ice —
Barren or sparsely vegetated Desert
Table 2.2: Land classifications of the IGBP scheme as used in the MODIS land type
data [9], and the corresponding vegetation type used in the three-type simplified
vegetation scheme in this study. Land types marked “—” are not included in the
simplified scheme.
2.2.3 Assessing land changes
The MODIS data used for land type classify each grid point with a per-
centage cover of each of 16 classifications according to International Geosphere-
Biosphere Programme (IGBP) Plant Functional Classifications. For example,
a 0.05-degree grid point may be 50% evergreen broadleaf forest, 30% mixed for-
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est, and 20% woody savanna. In this study, the 16 classifications are simplified
to the three broader types – desert, grassland, and forest – eliminating points
with water, wetlands, urban development, and croplands (see Table 2.2). We
use this simplified vegetation scheme to more accurately characterize changes
between the three broad stable states as determined by Hirota et al. [17]. In
the case study for the Congo region, we also plot time series of the vegeta-
tion type and of the leaf area index (LAI) in order to gain a more precise
understanding of the changes occurring in the specific region.
2.2.4 Coding and resources employed in calculations
Nearly all of the calculations presented were coded using the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Command Language (NCAR Com-
mand Language or NCL), running on a CentOS Unix system. The SPI values
for the GPCP precipitation dataset were calculated in NCL (these data are in
addition to the UCAR–SPI data) as were all of the drought metrics described
in the previous section. The atmospheric circulation calculations for the anal-
ysis of drought in the Congo basin were performed using the Grids Analysis
and Display System (GrADS).
Graphics were produced primarily in NCL. Some of the graphics (for
the atmospheric circulation of the Congo) were produced in GrADS.
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Chapter 3
Results and Discussions
In this chapter we present the results of our calculations and analysis.
The chapter is organized into three sections: observations on a global scale,
observations in the tropics (15◦N – 35◦S), and local study of the Congo basin.
At the end of each section we present the implications of current findings.
3.1 Global observations
3.1.1 Global precipitation
Climatological rainfall is plotted in Figure 3.1. This figure is mainly
included as a reference for future results that indicate land types and land
type changes. Precipitation data were also obtained from the TRMM satellite
for the tropical regions, and the two sources of data are in good agreement for
climatological rainfall (see Figure A1.1).
3.1.2 Land changes over the past decade
We are interested in measuring how the three broad vegetation states
– forest, grassland, and desert – have varied over the past 10 or so years of
available data, with the goal of finding evidence for vegetation stable states
and abrupt changes. (Figure A1.2 shows global predominant land types for
22
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reference.)
In order to assess land changes, we use trends in land percentage over
the past 6 years (2007–2012) and the past 12 years (2001–2012). The trends,
which are employed because the land use data spans from 2001–2012 (and so
the time range is more restricted than for rainfall data), highlight where land
changes have occurred and to what extent. The changes in land type are shown
in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 for 12 years and 6 years, respectively. Of note are several
regions of high land variability, including the Sahel region of Africa, much
of Australia, southern Africa, and parts of central South America. In these
regions, there is a dominant interchange between two specific vegetation types.
For example, in the Sahel, there is an increase in grassland at the expense of
desert, while in Australia, desert increases while grassland decreases.
3.1.3 Global measurements of drought
To investigate whether there is a link between drought and vegetation
variability we analyzed drought on a global scale using the UCAR–SPI data.
Using the drought definition of the previous chapter, total months of drought
and the average length of drought events were calculated for each 1-degree grid
point. These results are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively for a drought
threshold of “extreme” (SPI < −1.59). The former result is obtained using
6-month SPI in order to more accurately count all drought events, whereas the
latter was obtained using the 12-month index to capture events of prolonged
drought. The threshold of “extreme” was used to isolate significant drought
24
Figure 3.2: Average yearly rate of change in percentage cover of desert (top),
grassland (middle), and forest (bottom) from 2001–2012, as measured from MODIS
land type data. Note regions of variation and interchange between land types, such
as the Sahel and Australia.
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Figure 3.3: Average yearly rate of change in percentage cover of desert (top),
grassland (middle), and forest (bottom) from 2007–2012, as measured from MODIS
land type data. Note regions of variation and interchange between land types, such
as the Sahel, southern Africa, and Australia.
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events.
3.1.4 Discussion of global results
Examination of the land type change and drought maps reveals some
features of interest. First, as mentioned above, areas with significant changes in
land type show opposite changes in another land type, and more specifically in
a neighboring land type on the rainfall scale. For example, the Sahel shows an
increase in grassland while desert decreases and the opposite is true of much of
Australia. Similarly, there is a clear interchange between grassland and forest
in central South America that is spatially exact. These observations suggest
that the observed vegetation changes are induced by rainfall changes rather
than external factors such as deforestation, providing evidence for stable states
in the rainfall–vegetation feedback system. Unstable states are the regions that
are prone to vegetation changes (the Sahel, in particular, stands out). It should
briefly be noted that areas around the Arctic circle show an increase in forest
cover that is not entirely balanced by loss of grassland, or even desert. This is
likely due to a loss in barren or ice-covered tundra (possibly due to warming
temperatures) that is not represented in the simplified vegetation scheme1.
The comparison between the maps of drought and those of land changes
is also interesting. Regions with highly variable vegetation appear to also be
prone to long drought events (Figure 3.5). These regions are not, however,
1Later results will focus on land changes in the tropics, where temperature changes are
not as important.
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prone to more drought (Figure 3.4). This suggests that drought alone (even
extreme drought) is not an adequate explanation for vegetation changes; it is
long drought events that have most effect on vegetation. There is, however,
no significant statistical correlation between land variability (measured as the
sum of the standard deviations in forest, grassland, and desert) and average
drought length.
3.2 Observations for the tropics
In the tropics (15◦N – 35◦S), the effects of temperature and synoptic
weather systems on vegetation are greatly reduced. Thus, vegetation types
and changes are primarily determined by precipitation and variations in annual
precipitation cycles. By analyzing the tropics, then, we eliminate extraneous
factors that could impact land changes.
3.2.1 Rainfall changes in the last decade
Figure 3.6 shows the change in precipitation over the last decade from
2002–2012 derived from high-resolution TRMM rainfall data. Some of the fea-
tures in land changes seem to be represented as rainfall variations; for example,
there is an increase in rainfall corresponding to the increase in grassland in the
Sahel and a decrease in rainfall over the Congo area corresponding to a loss
of forest. In other places, however, no correlation is observed. In Australia,
a decrease in rainfall might explain the increase in desert in the western and
northern parts of the country, but the eastern and central parts of the country
30
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actually experienced increases in rainfall.
3.2.2 Occurence of long drought related to annual precipitation
The three stable states (desert, savanna, and forest) identified by Hirota
et al. [17] exist as a function of average annual precipitation. We expect to find
that annual precipitation of less than 500 mm (approximately) is stably desert,
precipitation of 1000–2500 mm is stably grassland, and precipitation of more
that 2500 mm is stably forest (see [41] for quantifications). Thus, one might
expect to find unstable states in transition values of precipitation, around 500–
1000 mm and 2500 mm. If drought is a mechanism by which abrupt changes
occur, these unstable regions are likely to see a high occurrence of long drought
(as was observed in the global results from before).
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the occurrence of long drought as a function
of rainfall for GHCN station data and UCAR–SPI grid points, respectively.
For the station data, the plot of all stations does not show significant charac-
teristics. However, separating the stations by the dominant land type reveals
an increase in the occurrence of long drought at the extremes of the rainfall
spectrum for all three land types, with the exception of the low end of desert
(where drought does not usually occur for lack of any climatological precipi-
tation). The same result is obtained using the UCAR–SPI drought data with
TRMM annual rainfall measurements. The results are thus robust across two
different sets of data, increasing confidence.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7: Spatial occurrence of long drought in the tropics (15◦N – 35◦S) using
GHCN station data for (a) all stations, (b) stations in desert regions, (c) grassland
regions, and (d) forest regions. The bars represent the percentage of stations within
each 100 mm yr−1 rainfall tier that have an average SPI12-derived drought length
of at least 18 months. Note that long drought occurs more towards the ends of
the rainfall spectrum within each land type, except for the low end of desert. The
dominant land types were determined from MODIS data for the year 2012.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.8: Spatial occurrence of long drought in the tropics (15◦N – 35◦S) using
1-degree grids from UCAR-SPI data for (a) all grid points, (b) grid points with
majority desert cover, (c) grassland points, and (d) forest points. The bars represent
the percentage of grid points within each 100 mm yr−1 rainfall tier that have an
average SPI12-derived drought length of at least 24 months. Note that long drought
occurs more towards the ends of the rainfall spectrum within each land type, except
for the low end of desert. The dominant land types were determined from MODIS
data for the year 2012 and the precipitation was determined from TRMM data.
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3.2.3 Discussion of tropics results
We have shown that within each land type, the occurrence of long
drought increases towards the extremes of the rainfall range in which the
land type exists. This suggests that these regions of instability are affected
by long drought, and by extension that long drought may be a mechanism
of abrupt changes between vegetation types. As an example, suppose there
exists a region of grassland with an average annual rainfall at the low end of
the spectrum. This region is likely prone to a dieback resulting in a change
in vegetation to desert. However, a desert region with high annual rainfall
will likely green into grassland or savanna, and therefore it is unstable as
well. In both instances, there is an increased susceptibility to long drought
demonstrated in the above results, and so drought is likely a mechanism for the
change between grassland and desert that occurs in these regions. Incidentally,
the peak of long drought occurrence for dry grassland is at a lower value
of precipitation than that for wet desert. Hence there is also evidence of
positive feedback hysteresis in that precipitation generally must be higher for
colonization of vegetation (wet desert to become grassland) than for dieback
(dry grassland to become desert). The results therefore provide evidence for
the trimodal stable state model and for hysteresis at points of instability, as
discussed in the introductory chapter.
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Figure 3.9: Average yearly rate of change in percentage cover of grassland (top)
and forest (bottom) from 2007–2012, as measured from MODIS land type data. The
black rectangles indicate the region of interest for this study. Note the decrease in
forest cover within the indicated region.
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3.3 Observations for the Congo Basin
As indicated in the first chapter, we analyze rainfall, drought, and veg-
etation characteristics for a localized region in the Congo Basin to determine
whether there are measurable local indicators for the impacts of drought. The
selected region covers 0◦–5◦S, 16◦–18◦E. This region is chosen on the basis of
the land type changes map, as it has experienced a significant loss of forest in
the past six years (Figure 3.9). While not an equivalent result, this decline in
forest may be linked to observed declines in greenness and productivity of the
Congolese rainforest [45].
3.3.1 Time series of drought and vegetation parameters
Time series for several parameters for drought in the Congo region are
graphed in Figure 3.10. These time series were obtained by spatially averaging
6-month SPI from the UCAR–SPI data, rainfall and rainfall anomaly from
TRMM data, LAI from MODIS LAI data, and land type percentage from
MODIS land type data.
Several observations can be made in the context of these time series.
First, the percentage of forest cover and percentage of grassland cover are
clearly negatively correlated; the correlation coefficient is –0.43. This means
that changes observed in the vegetation are an interchange between the two
aforementioned vegetation types and not changes due to other influences (such
as anthropogenic deforestation for agricultural purposes).
Second, there is agreement between the different SPI and rainfall anomaly
37
Figure 3.10: Time series for physical parameters of drought and vegetation change
in the Congo Basin region (0◦–5◦S, 16◦–18◦E). From top to bottom: 6-month SPI
from UCAR–SPI data, rainfall from TRMM data, rainfall anomaly from TRMM
data, LAI from MODIS LAI data, percentage forest cover from MODIS land type
data, percentage grassland cover from MODIS land type data. The negative cor-
relation (–0.43) between the forest and grassland indicates an interchange between
the vegetation types. The SPI and rainfall anomaly are somewhat in agreement (see
Figure 3.11).
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datasets. The correlation between these two time series is shown in Figure 3.11.
Because the 6-month SPI measures drought over the previous 6 months, one
would expect the best correlation to be with a lag of 6 months (i.e., the rainfall
deficit or surplus leads the drought index by 6 months); however, the highest
correlation coefficient occurs for a 2-3 month lag.
Third, there is no clear correlation between drought events and forest
loss, and likewise between wet periods and forest increase. From 2001–2007,
there are four significant drought events with SPI6 below -1.00, but forest cover
actually shows a general increase2. The longer drought event from mid 2010
through 2012 does, however, correspond with the loss of forest as observed in
the time series and in Figure 3.9. To better understand this dynamic between
drought and vegetation, further work needs to be done on the correlation
between drought events and forest (or grassland) loss on a regional scale such
as this.
And finally, the leaf area index does not show any significant corre-
spondence to the percentage of forest cover, but rather seems to have a more
seasonal cycle. The LAI data should be further analyzed by removing seaon-
ality, for example.
2It should be noted that, because the time scale for land percentage is in years, each
point in the land plots corresponds to the average over the entire year following it. Thus it
is not always clear where a correlation may exist.
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Figure 3.11: Correlation between 6-month SPI and rainfall anomaly as a function
of lag (in months) for the select region of the Congo Basin, intended to verify the
agreement between the UCAR–SPI and TRMM data. The lag indicates by how
many months the precipitation anomaly leads the SPI change.
3.3.2 Atmospheric circulation in drought periods
As an extension to this regional study, we are also interested in analyz-
ing the patterns of atmospheric circulation during periods of drought. Find-
ings from this analysis may potentially be used to identify imminent drought
conditions in future events, particularly for the little-studied Congo region.
As of the time of this writing, only preliminary results have been ob-
tained. Drought years were identified by analyzing the UCAR–SPI data for
the select region of the Congo and finding years where the austral (southern
hemisphere) fall months of March–April–May (MAM) were abnormally dry.
The threshold used for drought was an average of –1.00 or less across the re-
gion. The drought years during the period spanning the range of ERA-Interim
data (1979–2012) were determined to be 1984, 1992, 1997, and 2004. The at-
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Figure 3.12: Geopotential height (contours) and horizontal wind (vectors) anoma-
lies in March–April–May (MAM) for a composite of four drought years (1984, 1992,
1997, and 2004) minus the climatological mean, derived from ERA-Interim data.
The top figure is at a pressure height of 850 hPa and the bottom is for 500 hPa.
The drought years were selected for abnormally dry (SPI < −1.00) MAM rainy
seasons. Note especially the region of high pressure in the southern Atlantic ocean
and the westerly wind anomalies just north of the equator. Units are geopotential
height meters (gpm) for height contours and m s−1 for wind vectors.
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mospheric parameters for these four drought years were then averaged and
compared to the climatological average for the entire time period. Figure 3.12
shows the wind and geopotential height3 anomalies for the four drought years.
There are a few features of note in this first analysis. One is the strong
high pressure anomaly in the southern Atlantic. Previous studies have linked
a strong south Atlantic high with a decrease in rainfall over central tropical
Africa [43]. The other main feature is the westerly flow anomaly north of the
equator seen especially at the 500 hPa level (see Figure 3.12). Climatologically,
the equatorial region from about 10◦N–10◦S is dominated by easterly (from the
east) flow, while the mid-latitudes north and south of about 15◦ are dominated
by westerly flow. Thus the results suggest that in drought years there is an
increase in westerly flow across the Sahel and a slight decrease in easterly flow
just north of the equator at the 500 hPa level. This combination may cause a
northward shift of convective precipitation to north of the Congo Basin [e.g.,
43]. Indeed, as mentioned in the Introduction, the weakened mid-level easterly
flow correlates to an increase in rainfall in the Sahel region and a decrease in
3A note for readers not familiar with geopotential height in the atmosphere: For numer-
ous practical reasons, including the cancellation of density factors in equations governing
atmospheric fluid dynamics, the atmosphere is analyzed on pressure surfaces, where the
pressure rather than the absolute height from the surface is held constant. Since pressure
is a measure of the weight of air above, pressure always decreases with height, so pressure
levels “descend” (approximately exponentially) with increasing height z above the surface.
Areas of higher than normal pressure will have a pressure surface at a higher z, and areas of
lower pressure will have a lower z. Thus a higher pressure at a fixed height is qualitatively
equivalent to a higher height at a fixed pressure. The geopotential height is a more precise
measure of z that integrates over changes in the gravitational constant g as z changes. In
practice, variations in g are small due to the thinness of the atmosphere and so g is usually
set as the constant g0 = 9.81 m s
−2 at the surface.
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rainfall in equatorial Africa [32]. It should be noted that no major features
are observed close to the region of interest. As a result, any mechanism for a
decrease in rainfall would likely occur in larger-scale circulation.
3.3.3 Discussion of Congo Basin results
In this local study in the Congo Basin we have shown several features
of the rainfall–drought–vegetation system in detail. Notably, the forest cover
and grassland cover are negatively correlated, indicating that vegetation shifts
between these two land types do occur. Additionally, the years 2007–2012 show
both an extended drought and forest loss, suggesting that further investigation
is needed to determine whether drought induces such a vegetation change. No
general correlation was identified between drought and vegetation change in
the available data.
In terms of atmospheric circulation patterns affecting drought, we ob-
serve a strong south Atlantic anticyclone and a westerly flow anomaly over the
Sahel as deviations from climatology in drought years. The topic of drought-
year atmospheric circulation patterns deserves more attention, so we return to
it to provide suggestions for future studies in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Further Study
From the onset the goals of this study have been 1) to identify a possible
role of drought in global-scale vegetation changes, and 2) to verify the rela-
tionships between drought and vegetation changes on a regional scale in the
Congo Basin. In progressing towards the first goal we have analyzed land type
changes over the past decade and the characteristics of drought on a global
scale. While statistically there is no clear correlation between variability in
vegetation and tendency towards long drought, visual inspection of the results
suggest that areas that have experienced land changes are also prone to long
drought. This result suggests that long drought might be a mechanism for
vegetation changes, although many other factors may contribute. However,
the result that total months of drought does not show a pattern corresponding
to regions of vegetation variability indicates that rainfall deficit alone is not a
sufficient factor for inducing vegetation changes. These observations support
the positive vegetation feedback system with hysteresis described in Chapter 1:
isolated drought events are usually not sufficient to tip the system beyond an
unstable point, but long droughts are.
In the tropics, there is evidence from station rainfall data and from
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satellite and model products to support the three-state vegetation stability
model of Hirota et al. (2011) [17]. The observed increase in occurrence of
long drought at the ends of rainfall spectra for each land type (desert, grass-
land, and forest) suggests that long drought is prominent in regions prone to
change between land types. Thus there is an instability in between the desert,
grassland, and forest land types, as seen in other studies. As discussed in the
previous chapter, this result also further supports the hysteresis theory of veg-
etation feedback. Thus the results of this study have suggested a link between
long drought and vegetation changes on a global scale. However, further work
needs to be done to further validate these results.
In addressing the second goal, the results have demonstrated that for-
est and grassland in the Congo region interchange rather than change by
other mechanisms. However, it is not clear from the studied example whether
drought is linked with decreases in forest. This uncertainty is partly due to
the low temporal resolution (1 year) of the land type data1 and partly to the
high variability in the LAI data. The recent drought from 2007–2012, however,
is associated with a loss in forest cover. Preliminary results in atmospheric
circulation for drought years in the Congo Basin have shown some features
identified in previous studies with rainfall deficits. Further studies in this
domain are detailed in the next section.
1Such a resolution is useful, however, because land can vary significantly seasonally.
Additionally, the satellite measurements cannot be conducted when a region is cloudy, and
so a fine resolution may be inaccurate.
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This study, therefore, serves as a first step in understanding global
patterns of the effects of drought on vegetation changes. There are many
potential implications of such an understanding if coupled with further study
in the predictability of drought and vegetation change. In particular, regions of
the world that are vulnerable to vegetation change, such as areas of subsistence
farming, will benefit from the ability to anticipate drought and its effects
on local vegetation. The expected increase in climate variability with global
warming further increases the need for such adaptive planning. Because there
are so many possibilities for more research in vegetation changes, drought, and
predictability, we conclude this study with several suggestions for future work
to help accomplish the needs indicated above.
4.1 Further study: Atmospheric and oceanic patterns
in drought years for a local study
In terms of applicability to regional drought management, studying
atmospheric patterns conducive to drought is extremely important. Much like
the El Nin˜o–Southern Oscillation influences rainfall in the southeastern United
States, similar patterns exist elsewhere in the world. In this study we focused
on a small area of tropical central Africa. Little is known about this region,
so any number of factors important in large-scale or regional atmospheric and
oceanic patterns may significantly influence rainfall patterns.
A complete study of the influences on rainfall patterns in the Congo
Basin or elsewhere would include many more parameters than have been an-
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alyzed in this study. Parameters such as moisture flux and divergence, sea
surface temperatures, indices for oceanic temperature patterns such as the
Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) and the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation
(AMO), and cloud patterns can have relevant effects on drought2. There are
also many techniques used to determine the effects of anomalies such as the
south Atlantic anticyclone on other regions of the globe. For example, analy-
sis by empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) can determine the propagation
in time of large-scale waves from source disturbances. This work has just
scratched the surface in terms of atmospheric analysis; much further study
would greatly improve the understanding of drought in any specific region of
interest.
4.2 Further study: Analogy of vegetation feedback to a
monsoon feedback system
As mentioned in the Introduction, a recent study (Levermann et al.,
2009) has explored the characteristics of the monsoon positive feedback system
[26]. The moisture–advection feedback of the monsoon system exhibits many
of the characterstics of instability and hysteresis that the rainfall–vegetation
system does, and so it is worth studying.
In the simplest terms, a monsoon is a temperature-driven influx of
moisture from the ocean to land that results in precipitation. The temper-
2We refer the reader to any introductory text in climate dynamics for further discussion
of PDO, AMO, and other large-scale oceanic and atmospheric patterns.
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ature drive arises from the unequal heating of land and water; land warms
much faster during the daytime due to its lower specific heat. The tempera-
ture difference then drives winds from the ocean to the land because of the
lower pressure usually associated with warm, rising air. These winds carry
moisture from the ocean as well. When this humid air warms over the land,
convection occurs and rainfall develops. The process of water condensation
(as precipitation forms) releases latent heat over the land; this heat further
increases the temperature difference between land and ocean and thus further
increases the monsoon winds, allowing for more precipitation to form. Thus
there is a positive feedback system involved between the incoming solar radi-
ation, monsoon winds, and precipitation. This system is shown schematically
in Figure 4.1.
Levermann et al. developed a simple mathematical model for this sys-
tem such that latent heat release and heat advection balance the net radiation
R, that is,
L · P − CpW ·∆T +R = 0, (4.1)
where L is the latent heat of condensation, P is the precipitation,  = H/L
is the ratio between the vertical and horizontal scales of circulation, W is the
horizontal monsoon wind, and ∆T is the temperature difference between land
and ocean. By making several assumptions3 and using dimensionless variables,
3The assumptions are that the monsoon wind W is linearly proportional to ∆T , that the
precipitation balances the flux of moisture advected from the ocean, and that the rainfall
P is proportional to the mean specific humidity of the atmospheric column.
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conceptual model and fundamental moisture-advection feedback. The same
notation as in the text is used for windW , precipitation P, net radiative influx
R, vertical scale H and horizontal scale L. Arrows in the feedback loop indi-
cate the amplification of one physical processes by another. (B) Mechanism
of the abrupt transition. Heating by latent heat release and cooling through
heat advection compensate each other, and both decrease with decreasing
winds (or equivalently, land–ocean temperature difference ∆T ; see Eq. 2).
The resultant heating balances the negative net radiative flux as long as it is
above a threshold RC , below which no conventional monsoon exists.
temperature difference between land and ocean. Latent heat of
condensation is L = 2.6 · 106J/kg and volumetric heat capacity
of air at constant pressure Cp = 1, 295 J/m3/K . P is the mean
precipitation over land (in kg/m2/s). The ratio ϵ = H/L between
vertical extentH of the lower troposphere and the horizontal scale
L of the region of precipitation (Fig. 1) enters because of the bal-
ance of the horizontal advective heat transport and the vertical
fluxes of net radiative influx R and precipitation P. A length scale
for the coastline drops out. Note that no annual cycle is included
in the model. Only budgets for the rainy season are considered.
Consequently, this model does not capture any interseasonal or
any interannual dynamics. Equations are only valid for landward
winds,W ≥ 0.
Assuming dominance of ageostrophic flow in low latitudes,
the landward mean wind W is taken to be proportional to the
temperature difference between land and ocean (33, 36, 37):
W = α ·∆T . [2]
This assumption of a linear relation between the two quanti-
ties is supported by National Centers for Environmental Predic-
tion/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR)
reanalysis data (Fig. 3) with correlation coefficients above 50% for
all regions. There is significant scatter in some plots, reflecting the
fact that other processes may be relevant for themonsoon dynam-
ics in the corresponding regions. A possible offset, as observed in
some regions, does not alter themodel behavior qualitatively. This
offset is discussed together with other possibly relevant processes
in the SI Appendix. Here we seek to capture only processes rel-
evant to the self-amplification feedback. Neglecting the effect of
evaporation over land and associated soil-moisture processes in
the continental moisture budget, precipitation has to be balanced
by the net landward flow of moisture
ϵW · ρ(qO − qL)− P = 0, [3]
where qO and qL are specific humidity over ocean and land, and
ρ = 1.3 kg/m3 is mean air density.
Note that evaporation is clearly an important process for the
moisture budget (e.g. (38)) and is omitted in Eq. 3 only for the
sake of clarity. Including evaporation does not change the model
behavior qualitatively (seeSI Appendix). It does, however, shift the
value of the critical threshold, as we will show in the next section
when applying our model to data. In the minimalistic spirit of
this section, we omit the effect of evaporation here because it is
not of first order to the problem. Consistent with reanalysis data
(Fig. 4) and theoretical considerations (36, 39), continental rain-
fall is assumed to be proportional to the mean specific humidity
within the atmospheric column
P = βqL. [4]
The effect of an offset between these quantities does not change
the model behavior qualitatively (see SI Appendix). This set of
assumptions (Eqs. 1–4) yields the dimensional governing equation
of the model
W 3 + β
ϵρ
W 2 − α
ϵCp
(LqOβ+ R) ·W − αβ
ϵ2ρCp
· R = 0. [5]
Note that through the linear relation of Eq. 2, this equation can
equally be understood as an expression for the temperature dif-
ference beween land and ocean ∆T , which might be more useful
for some applications. Introduction of nondimensional variables
w ≡ W ϵρ/β and p = P/(qOβ) results in the nondimensional
equation
w3 + w2 − (l + r)w− r = 0, [6]
which depends on two parameters only: The dimensionless net
radiative influx r ≡ R · ϵαρ2/(Cpβ2) and a measure for the relative
role of latent and advective heat transport
l ≡ (ϵαρ2LqO)/(Cpβ) = (LqOβ)/(Cpβ2/(ϵαρ2)). [7]
Large l corresponds to a strong influence of moisture advec-
tion (scaling as LqOβp) on the continental heat budget compared
with heat advection by large-scale and synoptic processes (scaling
as Cpβ2w2/(αϵρ2)). The nondimensional precipitation is directly
related to the wind through p = w/(1+ w).
Solutions w(r) of Eq. 6 are determined entirely by a choice of
the only free parameter l, which can be expressed in terms of a
critical threshold of net radiative flux rc, below which no physical
solution exists (Fig. 5). The critical point (rc,wc) will vary for dif-
ferent monsoon systems. It is directly linked to the only remaining
parameter l, through
wc(wc + 1)2 = l/2. [8]
and therefore uniquely defines the solutionw(r) of themodel. The
critical radiation can be computed from
rc = −w2c(2wc + 1) [9]
Thus for large l (as observed in somemonsoon systems) the critical
threshold is well approximated by rc ≈ −l. Note that l is scaling
like qOα/β where α and β have clear-cut physical meaning (39).
α is essentially a functionof thenear-surface cross-isobar angle and
thereby a function of surface roughness and static stability of the
Levermann et al. PNAS December 8, 2009 vol. 106 no. 49 20573
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Figure 4.1: “Basic mechanism of abrupt monsoon transitions. (A) Geometry of
conceptual model and fundamental moisture–advection feedback. The same nota-
tion as in the text is used fo w nd W , precipit tion P , net radiative inux R, vertical
scale H and horizontal scale L. Arr ws in the feedback loop indicate the amplica-
tion of one physical processes by another. (B) Mechanism of the abrupt transition.
Heating by latent heat release and cooling through heat advection compensate each
other, and both decrease with decreasing winds (or equivalently, land-ocean tem-
perature difference ∆T ). The resultant heating balances the negative net radiative
ux as long as it is above a threshold Rc , below which no co ventional monsoon
exists.” Adapted from [26].
this equation becom s
w3 + 2 − (l + r)w − r = 0. (4.2)
This equation for the dimensionless wind w depends only on the radiation r
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and the parameter l, which measures the relative importance of latent and
advective heat transport.
Even in a simple form this equation exhibits the properties of positive
feedback, namely, a critical point beyond which the system changes abruptly,
and bi-stability above the critical threshold. The simplicity and qualitative
accuracy of this model suggest that a similar model may exist for the rainfall–
vegetation system. The main parameters in a vegetation feedback system are
the albedo of the vegetation and the effects of vegetation on the moisture
balance via evapotranspiration. As noted earlier, the albedo of vegetation can
increase warming by absorbing more solar radiation; this warming induces
convection and thus more precipitation. Similarly, precipitation enhances the
moisture of the soil in the environment and increases the amount of water that
plants can retain. With higher moisture, plants can transpire more when there
is no rainfall, possibly providing an influx of moisture to induce rainfall. With
these mechanisms in place, it is not unreasonable to suggest that a simple
mathematical model may be developed to validate the empirical observations
of an unstable rainfall–vegetation feedback system.
4.3 Further study: Climate system tipping points and
predictability
We conclude with a brief section concerning the predictability of abrupt
changes such as those in the vegetation system. Tipping points in the climate
system are defined as threshold points beyond which a forced system changes
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to an alternate state at a rate faster than both the internal variability of the
system and the forcing rate [24]. The threshold at which the vegetation state
of a region changes due to rainfall or drought is an example of such a tipping
point. Several methods have been proposed as early warning mechanisms for
imminent abrupt changes as a tipping point is approached [25]. These methods
depend on what is known as “critical slowing down:” as a system approaches a
critical tipping threshold, its ability to recover from disturbances (its resilience)
is diminished. Thus by measuring how rapidly a system, such as a vegetation
state, recovers from disturbances, such as minor drought, one can determine
how close a system is to its tipping point.
The possibility of early warning is of great interest for many practical
reasons and has many benefits in adaptation planning. However, successful
implementation of an early warning system is dependent on accurate data
and good knowledge of the specific system. Thus early warning is beyond the
scope of this study, but will likely become an important tool in a future more
extreme climate, especially for the study of drought events.
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Appendix 1
Supplemental Figures
The figures in this Appendix are referenced in the text but not consid-
ered vital to the information provided in the study. We therefore place them
here with captions as sufficient explanation.
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